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Master each stage of 2D drawing with this highly practical, step-by-step course
Beginning AutoCAD 2007 is a course based on learning and practising the essentials of 2D drawing using AutoCAD. Bob McFarlane's hands-on approach is uniquely suited to independent learning and use on courses. The focus on 2D drawing ensures the reader gets a thorough grounding in the subject, with a greater depth of coverage than tends to be available from general introductions to AutoCAD. As a result, this book provides a true, step-by-step, detailed exploration of the AutoCAD functions required at each stage of producing a 2D drawing - an approach often not found in the many software reference guides available.

The emphasis on learning through doing makes this book ideal for anyone involved in engineering, construction or architecture - where the focus is on productivity and practical skills. The author has also matched the coverage to the requirements of City and Guilds, Edexcel (BTEC) and SQA syllabuses.

The following new features in AutoCAD 2007 are covered in this book:
* Create: Using enhanced commands and draughting tools to create all types of content
* Manage: Using the Sheet Set Manager and Attribute Extraction to manage data and information 
* Produce: Using dynamic blocks, dynamic input and selection preview to increase productivity 
* Share: Using e-transmit, publish to the web and PDF files to share information

As well as providing an introductory course in AutoCAD, this book is a useful refresher for anyone using AutoCAD, especially those upgrading to the new release and seeking to master its new features. The course is also designed to be fully relevant to anyone using other recent software releases, including AutoCAD 2006.

About the Author

   Bob has been writing AutoCAD books since 1993, the first being published for AutoCAD Release 12. 

Outside of work, Bobs interests include Bonsai trees, stamp collecting, remote control aircraft and kite flying. At present Bob spend most of his time with his wife Helen, his children Linda and Stephen and his granddaughter Ciara.
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Data-Driven Security: Analysis, Visualization and DashboardsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Uncover hidden patterns of data and respond with countermeasures


	Security professionals need all the tools at their disposal to increase their visibility in order to prevent security breaches and attacks. This careful guide explores two of the most powerful ? data analysis and visualization. You'll soon understand how to...
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High-Speed Cisco Networks: Planning, Design, and ImplementationAuerbach Publications, 2001
Cisco's routers, hubs, and switches are the core of both the Internet and today's high-speed networks. To make sure you design the right high-speed network for your needs, you need High-Speed Cisco Networks. This book shows you how to:  o	Sell advanced LAN/WAN technology and its benefits to upper management  o	Make your department more productive...
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The Design and Analysis of Efficient Learning Algorithms (ACM Doctoral Dissertation Award)MIT Press, 1992

	Approaches to building machines that can learn from experience abound - from connectionist learning algorithms and genetic algorithms to statistical mechanics and a learning system based on Piaget's theories of early childhood development. This monograph describes results derived from the mathematically oriented framework of computational...
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Essentials of Knowledge ManagementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
"Managing knowledge has become a critical competency for organizations. Despite its importance, knowledge management is often seen as a complex, diffuse, and difficult-to-understand management practice. In his new book, Essentials of Knowledge Management, Bryan Bergeron continues to display his remarkable ability to thoughtfully,...
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Bipolar II Disorder: Modelling, Measuring and ManagingCambridge University Press, 2012

	The lifetime risk of developing bipolar II disorder is 5-7%, yet the condition is often poorly detected. Mood elevation states are less extreme than in bipolar I disorder although the depressive episodes are usually severe. When correctly treated, the outcome is positive, but bipolar II is often poorly managed, resulting in a high suicide...
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Advances in Network and Distributed Systems Security (IFIP International Federation for Information Processing)Springer, 2002
The more our society relies on electronic forms of  communication, the more the security of these communication networks  is essential for its well-functioning. As a consequence, research on  methods and techniques to improve network security is extremely  important. 
  Topics in this volume include the latest developments in: 
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